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Abstract

A method has been developed by which the poloidal flux function in the vacuum

region between the plasma and the external conductors (and the iron core) can be

deduced from external magnetic field measurements. The plasma is in equilibrium and

the solution is restricted to plasmas without irregularities. The poloidal field

components BQ and Br are measured at different poloidal positions outside the liner

and modelled by truncated Fourier series. The Grad-Shafranov equation in the vacuum

region is then solved with these modelled values of Be and Br as boundary conditions.



1. Introduction

We have looked at poloida! flux surfaces inferred from external coil signals with the

coils placed outside of a liner but inside a conducting shell. This paper can be regarded

as an extension of a previous work1 that treated the problem of determining the position

of the discharge. The experimental apparatus is the Extrap Tl-U device-* with the

dimensions a/R = 0.06/0.5 [m|. The measurements were taken in the RFP mode-' of

operation with aided reversal and a plasma current of around 60 kA.

The poloidal field components Bg and Br are obtained at sixteen poloidal positions

<0=/i7r'8, «= 1.16) where;- and 6 are the local cylindrical coordinates withr = 0 at

the centre of the circular liner. The Br pickup coils are placed on the outer surface of

the corrugated liner and the BQ pickup coils in the 8 mm deep liner corrugations. From

these measurements the poloidal flux function yf in the vacuum region between the

plasma and the external conductors and the iron core can be calculated, provided that

some regularity of the magnetic field is assumed. It is further assumed that the liner

current is negligible and that there is no $ (toroidal angle) dependence of any scalar

quantity.

The magnetic field components on the boundary are modelled by a truncated Fourier

series in the poloidal angle 6 from the measured point values. If the Fourier series are

truncated at a poloidal mode number m = 5 the solutions are restricted to those that

yields plasma surfaces (\j/= const.) with some smoothness and hence surfaces with

sharp corners or other irregularities can not be described. This regarded, the solution is

expected to give a reasonable good description also of the non circular plasma

equilibria that is obtained in an externally applied octupole field.

When the Fourier components above some poloidal mode number are omitted, the

flux function can be uniquely determined if B Q and Br are known at the liner surface.

For plasmas with large conductivity any flux surface on the inside of the liner is a

possible plasma surface. With the field components known at the liner, yielding outer

boundary conditions for the flux function and its normal derivative, the vacuum

problem is overdetermined when a fixed plasma boundary constitutes the inner

boundary condition. In this case, the unknown plasma surface is found from the flux

function that satisfies both the boundary conditions at the liner. To find the flux surface

coinciding with the plasma surface additional measurements are required. The vacuum

flux function is here the total flux in the vacuum region and shall not be confused with

the flux from external sources.

Errors in the measured Fourier components with high poloidal mode numbers gives

an increasing error in the shape of the calculated plasma boundary as the volume of the

vacuum region inside the liner increases. With the plasma volume larger than half of its



maximum value (the vessel volume) and with a truncation at a mode number »i = 5.

this i>s not a serious problem.

The double boundary condition at the liner, separates the inner potential problem from

outside influences. Effects of metal plates, external currents and the iron core is here

fully accounted for by the measured boundary values. Also, it should be noted that the

solution to the Grad-Shafranov equation in the plasma region^ is not required to

determine the plasma boundary.

The solution presented here can be characterised as the least complicated plasma

surface that solves the Grad-Shafranov equation in vacuum and that satisfies the

boundary conditions, remembering that the problem has many solutions when the field

is given in a number of points.

2. Measurement of the poloidal magnetic field at the liner

2.1. Measurement of B,i6)

The magnetic probes used to measure the radial field components are rectangular

5x1 cm with 4 turns. The radial field probe coils are placed flat on the liner with the

long side in the toroidal direction. The radial field is measured at 16 poloidal positions

8j = /jt/8 i = l , ...16. Each coil occupies a poloidal angle Ad - 1/7 rad. The integrated

signals from the magnetic probes are multiplied with a calibration factor to yield

numerical values of the Br components.
d<t>

The voltage signal from the coil i is, £, = -N—'- where N is the number of turns
dt

and <t>, the magnetic flux through each turn.

<t> =JB dä = Az \B (6)add where Az = 5 cm is the toroidal extension of

••-T
the coil. Then with the expansion

24 B,(B) dB1 a n d

The influence of errors in the measurements of Br{d,) is discussed in Appendix 1.



2.2. Measurement of BH

The probes that measure the Be field at the 16 positions (0, = /"n/8 / = 1. ...16 ) are

small solenoid coils with a cross section area A=3-10"4 m- and with /V'=l() turns. The

coils are placed in the liner corrugation with their normal in the 6 direction. The

voltage signal et from each coil is integrated in time and yields the ##(#,) from

where <t>. is the magnetic flux through the solenoidal coil.

**i *

<J> = jnB0Ad0.

Here // is the number of turns per unit angle, N' = «A0'.
After expansion of Bg around the middle point 0i we arrive at

i\ 24 B, ae-)

Be (B t ) = f e dt when the second order terms arc neglected.

Here A0'« A0 so the relative error in Be is by far smaller than the relative error in Br.

Also, the cross section area A is small and no radial expansion needs to be made.

2.3. Fourier series of the poloidal magnetic field components

From the knowledge of #,(#,) at sixteen angular positions 0, = /TT/8 , i = 1,..16 it is

possible to approximate the field on the boundary by the Fourier series of Br and Bg

according to

5

Fms\nmd) (l.b)

Eo = j-JB9(0)d0 C0 = 1- \BX0)d0
2 * t

2

n {
i

Dm

Each Fourier component can be written as a sum of integrals over the interval
[0, - A0/2.0, + A0/2] where A0 = TT/8 is the angle between the coils. For example.



1 £

If the integrand around 0, is expanded an approximation can be found

; = : V 24 de-
With the second term considered small we get

i6*r v

. £„ = ^

3. Calculation of the poloidal flux function y/.

3.1. The poloidal flux function y'

The poloidal flux function is defined as y/ = <J>/2;r where <!> is the magnetic flux

through the circle with radius R centred at the Z-axis as shown in Fig. 1.

1

-©
•

R

Re

, z

J
Fig. 1

The poloidal magnetic field can, for axisymetric equilibria, be written as

Bp = ( V y x £,)//? and by virtue of the curl being zero in the vacuum region the

Grad-Shafranov equation in vacuum must be fulfilled. Hence
• d2w 1 dw d2w

A W = 0 Or T- — + rr = 0
dR2 R dR dZ2

Then with R = Rn + x, Z = z we get



R dx

Where A is the Laplacian operator in the local variables v and r.

After an expansion of the flux function y in the small inverse aspect ratio

e (= 0.12) as yi- y/., + yt. + y/:+ where y/tl « £° . i c , « f ' , V:""8'

the equation above can be expanded in f to yield the following hierarchy of equations

, = 0 (2.a)

4 ^ (2.b)
R, dx
1 dy/, x dw* ,- .

Au/. = — -—— (2.C)

3.2. Natural boundary conditions imposed on the Fourier components of Bp

With the poloidal magnetic field written in terms of the Fourier series Eq. (l.a) and

Eq. (lb), two restraints must be fulfiled. The circulation of the magnetic field equals the
enclosed toroidal current lp and thus

2 K

)aBedd = »<,!
o

Also, the toroidal symmetry together with V • B = 0, integrated over the liner volume

sliced at constant 0 and tfrt-AQ, yields, using Gauss' theorem,

r O or Co = -^-.
0 ^

A condition that is used in the calculations in Appendix 1 and that ensures that y is

single valued.

3.3. Solution to first order in e.

The particular solution to Eq. (2.b) can be written in terms of the zero order solution

as

¥ip 2*,,

Then up to the first order in e we get

y/ = yfJl + + y/ih, where y/lh is the homogeneous solution to Eq. (2.b.).

v 2/?0 )

Since y/lh is of the order £ and a harmonic function, the flux function can be

written as a product



f, rcosÖ) ,

where Ay' = 0. It should be noted that y/' is not the zero order solution (straight

current case) since it includes the harmonic part of the first order solution.

The general solution to Laplace's equation with non-periodic terms excluded is

= «.. i

. (4)

A first order solution of y is obtained by inserting Eq. (4) into Eq. (3).

The coefficients am, &„, ym and 8m, listed below, are found from the boundary

condition of the flux function and its normal derivative.. The details of their calculation

are given in Appendix 2.

m>-2

where £m, Cm, /)„ and £„ are the Fourier components of the magnetic field, found

from the measured point values at the liner surface.



4. Computation of y from experimental data

A listing of a code that reads the Ho and Br data files, calculates their l-'ourier

components, calculates y and draws curves of constant iff surfaces, is given in

Appendix 4. The code starts by reading 512 values of the magnetic probe data from

each of the 16+16 magnetic probes, with 2 us time steps. The Fourier components

C\.D_.E, and F_ and the coefficients or.,. pn. yn and 0^ for m = ()... 4. are

calculated. Values of y/(/\0) are obtained from Eq. (3) and Eq. (4). At a given time

and at a given radius in the equatorial plane (0=0) a value of \i is computed. An

iteration routine then finds the next point with same y value, and so on. until the curve

goes out of bounds or closes on itself. Fig. 2 shows such a plot with a number of y =

const, curves, equidistant in yf. The starting point is chosen to cover the area near the

liner and inwards. This paper has no ambition to explore physics related to the

discharge and concentrates on the mathematical side of the problem. The experimental

data presented here are only included for illustration purpose. The data were obtained in

RFP discharges. The discharges (hydrogen gas) are characterised by breakdown at =

500 V followed by a short turbulent phase with a decreasing loop voltage reaching a

more quiescent phase lasting to the termination of the discharge. The discharge time is

typically 1 ms or shorter. The data for the plots in Fig. 2 were taken in the beginning of

the quiescent phase.

x10"1

1.00
SKOTT #=26633 TlDEN=2.70 FLUX-PILOT

0.00

-1.00
-1.414 0.000

x x10' 1.414

Figure 2. Plots of constant y. The dotted line indicates the position of

the liner.



5. Determination of A and a comparison with previous
work

5.1. Determination of A

For the case with a circular plasma surface treated earlier1-'5, where a large plasma
current £,, « \/e and only cosine-terms with the poloidal mode numbers m = 0,1 were

considered, the solution above reads in liner coordinates (r.8)

V = f... + / cos0

where

f\.=uRt,Eu Inr/a

a r) { l 2 ha r)j 2R»

The plasma surface ( y = const.) can parametrically be described by

r = /„+£(/•„ )cos0

where

Now make a transformation to plasma surface coordinates (r',^)characterised by r'= 0

at the centre of the circular plasma boundary (described by r' = r0)

In the new coordinates the flux function can be expressed as

V = MO + ̂ P W r . ) - A(
The parameter A is defined by

where Bt is the magnetic field at the plasma boundary. Then with y from above and

B
9 {

an expression of A in terms of the Fourier components can be found:
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,= ;•„</£„ <?;•'r(, dr'

a£0

This relation can now be used to express y/in terms of A instead ofD, and £,,

With the use of E(, = and with / > 0 in the positive 0 direction we arrive at
Ina p

the well known expression for the flux function disregarding an unimportant constant.

With A expressed in terms of the normalised internal induction ft and the poloidal beta

value /3 ,̂

we get

where D, is the sin0 component of Br and £, is the cosd component of B9 at the liner.

Example: For the simple case of a plasma filling the whole vessel up to the liner, r0 = a

and D, must be zero. From the Fourier expansion of Be we get

B8 = Eo + £ , c o s 0 = d i + f j L & j

F R
Hence A = —-—- in agreement with the formula above.

£0 a

5.2. Comparison with previous work

In a previous work1 on external measurement of toroidal equilibrium parameters the

following expressions for the magnetic field was arrived at in Eq. (30) and Eq. (32).

Using the notations in Ref.l, where b is the liner radius and a the plasma radius, At is

the horizontal displacement of the plasma centre relative to the liner, Bc is the field

measured by the cosine coils and B2 is the average vertical field measured with

differential flux loops.
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From this, lambda can easily be found:
(B +B )

= lna/b-

Changing to our notations

u -» /•„, b -» fl, fl —> £,, fl. —» D, and with Bp=-^

we get

in agreement with our calculations.

6. Conclusions

A method to calculate the vacuum flux function and hence the shapes of the possible

plasma surfaces from point values of the poloidal magnetic field components has been

presented. An expansion has been made to first order in the inverse aspect ratio,

although regard was taken to the second order terms that are propotional to the large

plasma current (see Appendix 3). In our case the second order correction was found to

be negligibly small exept for thin plasmas with very large current.

An approximation regarding the description of the magnetic field on the boundary

was made by using a truncated Fourier series calculated in section (2) from the

measured point values. With the field written as a continous function cf the polcidal

angle and thus representing a double outer boundary condition for the flux function, the

internal potential problem has a unique solution when the shape of the inner boundary is

arbitrary. Errors in the measured values of the field components grow inwards with the

radius and makes the plasma shape more uncertain the smaller the plasma volume we

assume. However for the sizes of the plasma we expect here and with a truncation of

the Fourier series of the magnetic field at poloidal mode number w = 4 this is not a

severe problem.

A numerical code that calculates the Fourier components and the poloidal flux

function, from the measured point values of the poloidal magnetic field and then plots a

constant flux surface for any choice of starting point and time, has been implemented

on the Extrap Tl-U experiment. The code is listed in Appendix 4.
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Appendix 1

An estimate of the importance of errors in the measurement of B,{6)

Error due to the angular spread of the coil

For a pure sinusoidal B, with the poloidal mode number nu we have

! d-

B,

with \d~Yi (a = 7 cm) the relative error in B,(0.) is

AS
1) 24 12

so for m ^ 5 the relative error is around or below 2%.

Error due to pickup of B#

With the rectangular coil deviating an angle <p from the tangential direction an absolute

error in Br of order ABr = Be sin <p - Be<p occur.

The large zero order term arising from the total current gives approximately
D Aft
-2flHS- = 20 and — ' - - 20^J

if<p = l° then ABr/Brna% * 2«/18

This is clearly a potential source of error that should be checked. Current can be run in

the liner without plasma to give correction factors for the toroidal current. The liner is

corrugated and 'he current density is expected to be constant.
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Appendix 2

Calculation of the coefficients am, /?„,. /„, and 8m

With the poloidal magnetic field components known in the form of truncated Fourier

series on the boundary (/• = a), the relations

^i¥ (A22)
R dr

can be used to calculate values of y/' and dy/'/dr at the boundary r = a.
From these boundary conditions the Fourier components in Eq. (4) can be determined
uniquely up to some poloidal mode number/V.
The coefficients written in terms of the boundary values of y/' and dy/'/dr becomes

(A2.4)

^ ) \ ™ m e \ e >X (A2.5.6)

r'm » I I / / \ \* \JV , ^ « | t/i ^ * ^A97 8^

Calculation of y/'(r = a)

In order to find y/'(r = a) we put equation Eq. (3) into Eq. (A2.1) and integrate to yield

^ is a spatial constant to be determined from the measured value of (/''on the

boundary. By virtue of the small x/R0 we get

where

g(B) = f 1 - ^ - 1 Ko -)aRB,d9 (A2.9)
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Calculation of —?— (r = a)

To find the nonnal derivative dy/'/dr at the boundary, equation Eq. (3) is put in

Eq. (A2.2) to yield

d r { 1H,
With Eq. (A2.9) inserted and with some manipulations made we arrive at

where

( ^ ] ^ J - * O T ^ - (A2.10)
2/?

Now with the Fourier expansion of the poloidal magnetic field components determined

from measurements at the boundary
5

Be = £n + 2 ( £ -» COSW0 + Fm sin md)
m=I

5
Br = Q + 2(Cmcosm0+ Dm sinmér)

OT = 1

together with .x = acos 6 and R = /^, + x put into Eqs. (A2.9,10) the boundary values g

and/can be determined.
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Fourier expansion of g

/?=/?.,( I+£COSÖ) .V

v
fir = Cn + £ (Cn cos mö + Dm sin mö)

I —Bd0 = Cn f(l + ecos0W0 + Y I (1 + ecos0){Cmcosm0 + Dmsi
0 m = l

\ 1

= CO0 + fQ sin 0 + ̂  — ( C sin m0 - Dm cosm0)

»s(m +1)0 + cos(m - \)0)d0 + T——[ (sin(m +1)0 + sin(m -
_ î 2

= ö(Co +-C, ]+ £C0sinö + C,sinö-D,cosö + -(C,sin2ö-Dxcos2ö)

—(Cmsinmö-D cosmö)+ - -
m=2\

(m-1) JJ

Here the term proportional to Ö is equal to zero and in the second term, eC0 is

of order e1, since V • B = 0 (see Ch. 3.2).

= -aÄ. f- »^--cosöyf^-sinmö-^
^J /?o 2 ^ J V m m

( % R F N 1

J—B,rfö--y-(Cm(sin(m + l)Ö + si

Then with the integral above Inserted and after some algebra, we get for gi



IS

I .v
v =-uR,. ( (C:

sin(m- 1

u^-^—(Cw(sin(m + l)0 + sin(m-l)0)-Dm(cos(/« + l)0 + cos(m

= -a/t, T— (Cm sinmö - Dm cosmd) - a/2,
J

DO]

Then with g = g{+g2 and with a Fourier expansion we have



Fourier expansion of/

2 ) 2 J 2a

V

£ . , COSIM0+ F_ sin/«0)

fl, = C, + ̂ ( C m COSA//0 + Dm si

With fiw and Bf inserted and remembering that C{)€ « f:, one obtains

2
.v

£„, COSW0 + Fm sinmd)

s i n r « 0 c o s m 0 V
m m J 2a

la ) m= |

^=-\sin(/n +1)0 + sin(m -1)0)1 =

Rearranging

+ sin

for large N.



C a l c u l a t i o n of t h e p a r a m e t e r s

a = i

2 f cosmft/e =zrj[g )

2

I l4l (m

1 o
lit

D / t f ^ £ ^ + / £ £ / ? D
2 l 2 lV^ 8 2 ^ r " 2 2a ^ 2 4 0 2 8

2 m V " 4 ( m - 1 ) ""' 4 ( m + l) "*' m



2m
+£f-r (/""3) r

4^ - ' ( ) -

2x

m

2m
_r -F +£f-r

" " 4l "

21

= — f ftf + — ]sin#nft/0 =
27T f, V m ;

- "" (m-1) (m + l)JJ

_ ^ L ( C + £ ( C , ( m " 2 ) i C , , ( l W + 2 ) ) i f + — ( f , + F t , c - . , c ~ i %
2 m l " 41 m l ( m - l ) m + l ( m + l ) J " 4/?0l m ' m+l ( m - l )
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Appendix 3

Second order correction to the poloidal flux function.

From measurements the Extrap Tl-U device run in RFP mode we know that the Fourier

component related to the total current. £„ is about one order of magnitude or more

larger than other components £„ > -(/r,,.£m.D.,.CltI)when the current has its

maximum value. Hence, the second order terms proportional to £n should be

investigated in order to check high current situations. The part of the solution up to first

order in e of y/' that is proportional to£,, can be written as

where

y/*" = aR()Er,lnr/a

y/[ = ̂ 4 2 \nr/a +1 - ^ -
4 V r'

are zero order and first order terms respectively.

With this expression put into the Eq. (2.c) we get

L(l) c o s 2 Ö - - c o s 2 ö | (A 3.1)
2\r) 2 )

This is the second order equation for the part of the poloidal flux that satisfies the
boundary conditions Be = £0 and Br - 0. The boundary values for y/f° and its normal

derivative are found directly from Eq. (A2.1) and Eq. (A2.2) and reads

y/f' = 0 and Y2 = 0 at r = a.
dr

Introduce \ffa, \ffh and yc such that

where

Å ^ = - 2 l n a , AVft=21nr , A^r =cos20[ ^ - - 1 j .

Then the particular solutions are respectively

r2 r2 1
=—(\nr-\) , yfep =--(a7+r2lnr)cos2$ .



With the appropriate harmonic tenns added in order to fulfil the two boundary

conditions forv'-' we arrive at

Oft

16 Re { 4 \\rj ))

The final expression for the poloidal flux function in the vacuum region, corrected with

large second order terms can then be written as

/"COSÖj, , f .

w here y' and ipf, are defined above.

An expansion of yf
z as a function of the radial distance to the boundary gives

This result can be obtained from Eq. (A3.1) and it's derivative with respect to r

evaluated at the boundary. The contribution from the extra yrf* term is vanishingly

smail for the current and plasma size discussed here. A very high current might give

some significance to this term.
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Appendix 4

Program listing

C Ft IS A PROGRAM CALCULATING AND PLOTTING THE
C POLO I DAL FLUX FUNCTION
C
C ••••»•••*»*•***••»••••*•

DIMENSION lPLTC(4Oj,PLTC(23),BKORR(3 2),CAL(32),Y(5i2)
DIMENSION BR(16,4O),BT(16,4O)
DIMENSION AL(5),BE(5),GA(5),DE(5)
DIMENSION YSTD(i),PSI(40)
DIMENSION CC0:5,40),D(0:5,40),E(0:5,40),F(0:5,4O)
DIMENSION Y2(40),Yl(40),Y0(40)
CHARACTER SKOTT*5,LABL*40,TID«4
INTEGER SHOT,DIAG,HEADER(32),DSIZ
INTEGER INDEX(2,128),ITTY,KK
REAL X(512)
REAL PI,PP
COMMON/HEJ/AL,8E,GA,DE,ALO,CA,A,RO.EO
COMMON/INDEX/INDFIG,INDEX
COMMON/TEKS/JPLTC.MINX.MINY.MAXX.MAXY.PLTC.SX.SY,
1 XMIN,YMIN,XMAX,YMAX
PI-3.1416
TYPE I

1 FORMAT(iX,'TEKTRON1X»2,PERIKOM«3 ',?)
ACCEPT *,ITTY
TYPE 2

2 FORMATCIX,'SHOT NUMBER? ',$)
ACCEPT *,SHOT
DSIZ-512
INDFLG--1
NYN-2

C CORRECTION-FACTORS
DO 3 I-1 ,32
BKORR(I)-0.0

3 CAL(!)«1.0
BKORR(1)-2.Ö7
BKORR(2)--0. 12
BKORR(3)«-O.O6
BKORR(4)--0.12
BK0RR(5)--0.18
BK0RR(6)--0.05
BK0RR(7)--0.12
BKORR(8)-0.12
BK0RR(9)--4.39
BKORR(!O)--O.49
BKORR(12)--2.8
BK0RR(14)--0.78
BKORR(15)--0.24
CAL(17)-
CAL(18)-
CAL(19)<
CAL(20)<
CAL(21)<
CAL(30)

,08
.0»
.08
.93
.17
.08

CAL(31)>1.08
CAL(32)»I.17
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c
C READING OF MAGNETIC COIL DATA B-RAD AND B-POL.
C AKL DEFINING OF THE BR(I,K) AND BT(l.K) MATRISES
C WHERE I IS THE POLOIDAL POSITION 1-16 AND K THE TIME

CALL GETDAT(SHOT,50.1.HEADER,DSIZ,Y,2,1)
1 = 0
DO SL'1,2
DO 6 J-l,4
DO 6 M=i,4

DIAG=10»J+M-l+250+(l-l)«40
CALL GETDAT(SKOT,DlAG,i,HEADER,DSIZ.X,2.1)
BOFF=0.0
OFF=O.
DO 4 K=l,10
SOFF»BOFF+Y(K)/10.0
OFF«OFF+X(K)/I0.

4 CONTINUE
DO G K-1 ,35
S-0.
U-0.0
DO 5 LI-1,10
U-(Y(K«10+LI+145)-B0FF)/I0.0+U
S«(X(K»10+L1+145)-OFF)/10.+S

5 CONTINUE
IF(I.LE.IG) BR(I,K)*(S+U*BKORR(I))«CAL(I)*.O5
IF(I.GT.IS) BT(I-16,K)-(S+U*BK0RR(I))»CAL(I)».77
IF(I.EQ.13) BR(13,K)-(BR(12,K)+BR(14,K))/2.0
I F(I.EQ.15) BR(14,K)•(BR(14,K)+BR(16,K))/2.0

6 CONTINUE
C
C DETERM. OF THE FLUX FUMCTION AT THE LINER FROM THE LOOP VOLT.

CALL GETDAT<SHOT,30,1,HEADER,DSIZ,Y,Z,1.>
OFF-0.0
DO 7 K-1,10

7 OFF-OFF+Y(K)/10.0
11-150
S-0.0
DO 9 K-1,35
DO 8 1-1,10
II-II+I

8 S-S+ABS(Y(II)-OFF)»2.OE-06
9 PSI(K)-S

C
C CALCULATION OF FOURIER COMPONENTS

DO 15 K-1,35
DO 14 MN-0,5
Sl-0.
S2-0.
S3>0.
S4-O.
DO 13 1-1,16
Sl-Sl+BR(I,K)/8.»C0S(MN»(l-l).PI/e.)
S2-S2*BR(l,K)/8.«SIN(MN«(I-l)»PI/8.)
S3-S3+BT(l,K)/8.»COS(MN«(I-l)»PI/8.)

S 4 B T ( I 8 5 H «
13 CONTINUE

C(MN,K)-51
D(HN,X)-S2
E(HN,K)-S3
F(HN,K)-S4

14 CONTINUE
C(»,K)-0.0
D(&fK)-0.0
l(5,X)-9.0
0(S,K)-0.0
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C ( 0 , K ) « . 5 « C ( 0 , K )

15 E ( 0 , K ) - . 5 » E ( 0 , K )
17 CONTINUE

C
C T IME K

TYPE 18
I S F O R M A T ( 1 X , ' T I D P K T F\R F f L T L I N J E BER[KNING MS > 2 . 5 ' , $ )

ACCEPT « ,TK
KK=INT((TK-2.5)«50.0)

C
C CALCULATION OF ALFA BETA DELTA AND GAMMA

EP=.000003
K = KK
EO-E(O.K)
R0».5
A«.06
EPS-A/RO/4.
ALO-A»RO«(EO+EPS»(E(!,K)-D(1,K)))
AL(I)-RO«A/2.«(D(1,K)+E(1,K)+EPS»(O(2,K)+E(2,K)+2»EO))
BE(l)=ROtA/2.»(D(l,K)-E(l,K)+EPS«(2.«D(2,K)-E(2,K)-2.»EO))
DE(I)-RO«A/2.»C-C(1,K)+F(J,K)+EPS«(-C(2,K)+F(2,K)))

DO 19 M»2,4
A L ( M ) - 0 ( M + l , /
AL(M)«R0»A/2.»(D(M,K)+E(M,K)+EPS«AL(M))/M
BE(M)-D(M-1,K)+(M+3)»D(M+1,K)/(M+1)-E(M-l
BE(M)"R0»A/2.«(0(M,K)-E(M,K)+EPS»BE(M))/M

DE(M)-R0»A/2.»(-C(M,K)+F(M,K)+EPS»DE(M))/M
GA(M)«-C(M-1,K)-(M+3)»C(M*1,K)/(M+1)-F(M-1,K)
GA(M)-R0»A/2.»(-C(M,K)-F(M,K)+EPS»GA(M))/M

19 CONTINUE
C READING OF CURVE DATA

!F(NYN.£Q.2) THEN
TYPE 20

20 FORMATOX, 'STÖRSTA RADIEN (M)«? ',*)
ACCEPT «,R33
TYPE 21

21 FORMAT(1X,'MINSTA RADIEN (M)«? ',$)
ACCEPT «,R22
TYPE 22

22 FORMAT(IX,'ANTAL KURVOR-? ',$)
C STARTING POINT FOR THE PSI-CONST. CURVES

ACCEPT »,IKURV
G3-G(R33,0.0)+PSI(K)
G2-G(R22,0.0)+PSI(K)
GDIFF-(G3-G2)/FLOAT(IKURV)
R3-R33
YKD-G3
DO 41 1-2,IKURV

41 CONTINUE
ELSE
DO 45 1-1,30
R33«R3-0.001«(FL0AT(I)-1.0)
G33-G(R33,O.O>+PSI(K)
IF((G33-'Y1(P).LT,(CDIFF/10.0))GOTO 46
R33-R3+0.O01»FLOAT(I)
G33-C(R33,O.O)+PSI(K)
IF((C33-Y1(I)).LT.(CDIFF/10.0))GOTO 46 .
IF(l.£0.20)WRITE{5,44)
IF(I,EQ,20)ACCEr7 »,»LA

44 FORMAT(»X,'MImyCKA» «\KN1N6 AV M tTMCMI') <
45 COHTIWUf
46 63-6(R33<0.0) t f»f (K)

END1F
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CURVES CALCULATION

Dö 30 L« I.I K URV
IF(L.EQ.1)GOTO 24
DO 23 1=1,20
R33-R33-O.OO1
G3*G(R33,0.0)+PSi(K)
IF(G3.GT.Yl(L))GOTO 24

23 CONTINUE
24 JP-1

XX-R33
TP-PI/2.0
YY-0.0
X(JP)«XX
Y(JP)«YV
0EL»2.OtPI»M/4O0.0
VlH«ATAN(2.0»P!/400.0)
DO 2& I-I,500
PP-4.0
Rl-SQRT(XX««2+YY«»2)
DO 25 LL-1 ,4
Vl-PI/PP
XH-XX+DELtCOS(TP-Vl)
YH«YY+DEL*SIN(TP-VI)
XV»XX+OEL«COS(TP+V1)
YV-YY+DEL»SIN(TP+V1)
RH»SQRT(XH»«2+YH»»2)
RV-SQRT(XV««2+YW«»2)
VH«VIH-ACOS((RH»»2+R1«»2-DEL*»2)/(2.O»R»»R1))
VV«VIH+ACOS((RV"2+R1»»2-DEL«»2)/(2.O»RV«R1))
PP-PP»2.0
U1-(G(RH,VH)-G3+PSI(K))»»2
U2-(G(RV,VV)-G3+PSI(K))»»2
IF(U1.LT.U2)TP-TP-PI/PP
IF(UI.GT.U2)TP-TP+PI/PP

25 CONTINUE
XX»(XH+XV)/2.0
YY-(YH+YV)/2.0
R2"SQRT(XX»»2+YY»»2)
V1H«VIH+ACOS((R1»«2+R2»»2-OEL«»2)/(2.0»R1«R2))
3P-JP+1
X(JP)-XX
Y(JP)-YY
IF(VIH.GT.(2.O«PI})GOTO27

26 CONTINUE
27 CONTINUE

PLOTTING OF THE CURVES
IF(L.E0.1)THEN
XMIN--SQRT(2.)*.l
XMAX-SQRT(2.)*>1
YMIN--.1
YMAX-,1
ENCODE(5,28,SKOTT) SHOT

28 FORMAT(15)
ENCODE(5,29,TIO) TK

29 FORMAT(1F4,2)
LABI(1:8>-'SKOTT #•'
LA8L(9:13)-SKOTT
LA*l(14:17)«'

LABL(29:40)-' FLOX-riOT'
CALL *€RA?(ITTY)
CALL PL0TXV(VfXf;ym,JPf*, 1,0,0,0,0,1,0,

2 2 ' Y ' i ' t f

CALL
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i : . 2, • v ' . ; . ' x - , i , - - , i )
EN DIF

SO CONTINUE
Dö 31 I *= 1 .101
V = 3. UI6»(I-1)*2./1OO.
>:(i) = .oe»cos(y}

31 Y(I)«-OS«SIN(V)
CALL PL0TXY(Y,X.YSTD,101,4,1,0,0,0.1,-4,0,
1 2,2, 'Y',1.'X',i, 'MAGN',4)
ACCEPT *,BLA
CALL SALPH(ITTY)
TYPE 32

32 FORMAT(5X,'NY PLOT? JA = 1 , NEJ-O',§)
ACCEPT *,NYN
IF(KYN.EQ.1)GOTO 1?
STOP
END

FUNKTIONS UNDER PROGRAM G(R,V)
REAL FUNCTION G(R,V)
DIMENSION AL(5),BE(5),GA(5),DE(5)
COMMON/HEJ/AL,BE,GA,DE,ALO, CA.A.RO.EO
H0»A»EO/(8.0*RO)
H1«R«*2-A*»2

K2«L0G(R/A)
H3=(A/R)*»2-3.0
PS2-HO»(H1H«H2-H1-0.5»COS(2.0«V)
PS1=O.O
DO 40 M=i,4
H3"(R/A)»»M
H4-(R/A)»«(-M)
F1-(AL(M)»H3+BE(M)»H4)*COS(M«V)
F2-(DE(M)»H3+GA(M)»H4)«SIN(M«V)

40 PS1-PS1+F1+F2
PS1«PS1+ALO«LOG(R/A)
G"(1.0+R«COS(V)/(2.0»RO))*(PS1+PS2)
RETURN
END
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Abstract

A method has been developed by which the poloidal flux function in the vacuum

region between the plasma and the external conductors (and the iron core) can be

deduced from external magnetic field measurements. The plasma is in equilibrium and

the solution is restricted to plasmas without irregularities. The poloidal field

components B g and Br are measured at different poloidal positions outside the liner

and modelled by truncated Fourier series. The Grad-Shafranov equation in the vacuum

region is then solved with these modelled values of £g and B, as boundary conditions.
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